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F zero anime dvd

Hey everyone, today I brought you a brand new project that is 2003 anime F-Zero Falcon Densetsu (F-Zero GP Legend) based on Nintendo games. I just uploaded them to the torrent during this time, but I'll definitely upload them to MEGA later. Enjoy! Home ' F-Zero Falcon Densetsu 3 F-ZERO ファシ ' VOLUME3 [DVD] Medium: DVD Type: Anime Brand: Pony Canyon Running Time: 94 Minutes Region: DVD Region 2 f-zero-falcon-densetsu-3 198 374200 Image not available forColor: Sorry, Sorry, Sorry, Sorry, this item is not available in unavailable images To watch
this video download flash player general terms and conditions for eBay account autoteile-oliwex identity provider Handlowa Oliwex Owner: Tomasz Fojudzki ul. Admiralska 15 60-480 Poznan Polish VAT ID No: PL9720874217 Phone: 0048609053829 * Fax: 0048717509069 Email: tomaszfojudzki@yahoo.de the European Commission provides a platform for online dispute resolution (OS), which you can find under the following link: In the case of a dispute over a consumer contract, we do not engage in a dispute resolution procedure before the consumer arbitration board.
We have no obligation to participate. * The amount of phone charges is determined according to your telephone contract and your respective rates. Please note that this is an international call that Deutsche Telekom charges 0.29 euros per minute, for example. 1. General a) The following general terms and conditions apply to all sales, delivery and services of the seller under the eBay autoteile-oliwex account to the customer, subject to a different agreement. By sending/submitting their orders, the customer acknowledges the validity and content of the GTC. In addition to
the provisions of these General Terms and Conditions, eBay's Terms of Law and Code of Conduct ( apply only, unless these GTCs have been fully or in part exempted under the personal agreement. b) The Seller's customers may be consumers or traders. - Consumers are any natural person who signs legal transactions for purposes that cannot be attributed primarily to their own commercial or self-owned professional activities. - An entrepreneur is any legal person or legal person or partnership that ends a legal transaction in the conduct of his or her commercial or
independent activities. 2. Contracting The signing of the contract is governed by the general terms and conditions of eBay. It is summarized: By posting the offer on the eBay platform, the seller becomes a legally binding offer to end this contract Send. Contract signing is performed if the customer has bid the maximum valid for the offer for the highest bid at the end of the offering period (online auction period). Customers make binding bids by clicking the offer button. The bid will expire if another customer bids higher during the auction period. Therefore, the contract is
signed with the customer who bidd the highest at that time at the end of the auction period. This also applies in the event of an early termination of the online auction. The following steps lead to submitting an offer: 1. Enter the maximum bid. 2. Click the Bid button. 3. Click on the Confirm bid button (if available after pre-registration on the eBay website). In the event that the seller offers an offer with the Instant Purchase function in the context of an online auction, the contract with the customer is signed independently of the term and no further auction is made at the
specified fixed price, if the customer performs the additional fixed price option and there is no bid within the auction function. The contract is signed as follows: Customers must log in to the eBay page, re-register or purchase as a guest after clicking the Buy now button. In the last two cases, the customer then enters his address data (registration). By clicking the Next button, the customer selects the payment method. He also confirmed payment by Next. With payment confirmation, the contract is signed and no other changes can be made. In the event that the seller offers
an exclusive offer with the Instant Purchase function, the contract with the customer is signed at the specified fixed price, if the customer performs the Instant Purchase function. Customers must log in to the eBay page, re-register or purchase as a guest after clicking the Buy now button. In the last two cases, the customer then enters his address data (registration). By clicking the Next button, the customer selects the payment method. He also confirmed payment by Next. With payment confirmation, the contract is signed and no other changes can be made. In the event
that the seller offers additional offers within the framework of the fixed price function with the Price Proposal function, the customer is likely to propose a price to the seller. In this way, the customer makes a binding offer to purchase the goods at a certain price. This offer may be made by within 48 hours. In this case, a contract is signed if the seller accepts the offer or if he him or she submits a counterproposal and the customer in turn accepts this proposal within 48 hours. Not to mention this, the fixed price offer continues, so that a contract with a third party can be signed
if a third party exercises a fixed price option before accepting the proposed bid. The contract is signed when the customer clicks on the Accept price proposal button. In case the seller provides the Shopping Cart function, the customer can collect some items from the seller by clicking on the Cart button. To do this, customers must log in to eBay or sign up. The cart can be accessed through the cart icon in the upper right corner and changes there. After the completion of the payment transaction is started in the cart, the contract is signed. Input errors can be corrected until
the customer clicks the offer button; purchase or Offer a price or confirm payment. Then a correction is no longer possible and the statement is binding. To the extent that the client wishes to edit an entry, it is possible to re-enter the data with the mouse and keyboard within the framework of the browser's Back Button or completely cancel the process by closing the window and starting again later. Terms and conditions are available in German. The terms of the contract can be printed using the browser's print function or stored on the computer using the Save Page
function. After the end of the contract, the contract text (item description, GTC ...) is stored in the eBay website and can be accessed again according to the number of items for 3 months. The seller himself does not store this data. Therefore, customers are advised that they have to do the hosting themselves. After each signing of the contract, the corresponding contract information including these general terms and conditions as well as the corresponding consumer information will be notified and sent to the customer in writing. Merchants operating on the eBay Internet
platform are in accordance with eBay's terms and conditions. Accordingly, the right to withdraw the third withdrawal (clause 1b) is entitled to withdraw funds as prescribed. Consumers have the right to revoke the contract declaration in accordance with the following instructions: Notice of withdrawal You have the right to withdraw from this contract within one month without giving a reason. The withdrawal period is one month from the date or a third party named by you who is not the carrier who already owns the goods. To make your withdrawal right, you must contact us
(Handlowa Oliwex, owner: Tomasz Fojudzki, ul. Admiralska 15, 60-480 Poznan, Poland, tel. 0048609053829*, fax: 0048717509069, e-mail: tomaszfojudzki@yahoo.de) in a clear statement (e.B. a letter sent by mail, fax or e-mail) informs you of the decision to withdraw from this contract. You can use the form to withdraw the attached form, but this is not required. To comply with the withdrawal period, you send a notice of the right to withdraw funds before the withdrawal period expires. Consequences of withdrawal If you withdraw from this contract, we will refund you all
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payments received from you, including delivery costs (except for additional costs due to you choosing a different type of delivery than the cheapest standard delivery provided by us), which is not disclosed and no later than within fourteen days of us receiving notice of your withdrawal of this contract. For this refund, we will use the same payment media that you used for the original transaction, unless you have expressly agreed otherwise; in any case, you will not be charged any fees for this payment. We may refuse a refund until we receive your return or until you have
provided proof that you returned the goods, which way earlier. You must return or deliver to us immediately and in no later than fourteen days from the date you notify us of the resanging of this contract. The deadline is met if you send the goods before the expiration of the fourteen-day period. We bear the cost of directly returning the goods. You must pay only for any loss of the value of the goods if the loss of this value is due to the unnecessary handling of the goods to check the nature, characteristics and operation of the goods. - End cancellation policy - form
withdrawal form (If you want to cancel the contract, please fill out this form and resss.) - To Handlowa Oliwex, Owner: Tomasz Fojudzki, ul. Admiralska 15, 60-480 Poznan, Poland, e-mail: tomaszfojudzki@yahoo.de: - By the way of this recall i / we (*) contract signed by us / we (*) to purchase the following goods (*)/ the provision of the following services (*) - Order on (*)/receive on (*) - Consumer's Name (s) - Consumer's Address (s) - of the consumer(s) (only when communicating on paper) - the date of deletion
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Exclusion of withdrawal rights Withdrawal rights do not apply to non-pre-minted delivery contracts and to produce in which a personal choice or consumer decision is decided or clearly tailored to the individual needs of the consumer. 4. Price and component price All prices mentioned are displayed in EUR (€) and include the legal value added tax. The VAT rate of 19% applies to German customers and the VAT rate is 23% for all other customers from other European countries. With no additional shipping costs for German customers, shipping costs for all other European
customers can be viewed under the eBay Shipping and Payment method tab. 5. Payment terms a) Only payment methods specified in the respective offers will be accepted. These are the details: payment PayPal, payment in cash upon delivery, cash on delivery or bank transfer. b) In case of prior payment agreement, the customer commits to pay the corresponding purchase price together with the applicable shipping cost within 10 days after receiving the request for payment. 6. Preservation of ownership of the assigned goods remains the property of the seller until full
payment. 7. Transporting dangerous conditions, delivery and transportation a) Unless otherwise agreed with the customer, the purchased goods will be transported by means of transport to the delivery address provided by the customer. A self collection is only possible for the customer after prior agreement and confirmation of the seller. b) Purchased items will be shipped within 02 working days from the date of payment. The delivery time is 3-5 days. In the case of individual production, the delivery time is agreed separately with the customer. c) In case the contractor is at
risk of accidental loss and the accidental deteriorating of the goods is transferred to the buyer upon handover, at the time of purchase, with the handover of goods to the forwarding company or logistics under the contract. d) Where the customer is a consumer, the risk of accidental loss and the accidental deterioration of the goods sold must not be transferred to the consumer or the recipient specified by such person until the goods are handed over to the consumer. This also applies to the purchase of a shipment. 8. Liability and warranty Liability and warranty are governed
by the provisions of law. Applicable law and choice of law and jurisdiction a) The law of the Federal Republic of Germany will apply. The United Nations Sales Law does not apply. This choice of law does not apply to consumers if this provides the protection granted in accordance with the state's mandatory regulations, in which consumers have their habitual residence. b) To the scope of a customer being a businessman or legal person under public law, where the exclusive right to settle all disputes arising from the contract between the seller and the customer is the
registered office of the seller. 10. Data protection a) The name and contact details of the controller and the company's data protection officer The following data protection information applies to the processing of data by: Responsible: Handlowa OLIWEX Tomasz Fojudzki ul. Admiralska 15 60480 Poznan Polish Phone: 0048609053829 Fax: 0048717509069 E-mail: tomaszfojudzki@yahoo.de An operational data protection officer is not required. Moreover, we would like to point out that the eBay sales platform itself collects data. The corresponding Data Protection
Statement may be found at: b) Collection and storage of personal data as well as the nature and purpose of use of the Legal Basis for processing activities for which we obtained consent for a specific processing purpose is always the Art of 6 seconds 1 p. 1 illuminates the GDPR. To the extent that the processing of personal data is necessary to perform the contract (coordination of goods, provision of services) to which you are a party, the processing is based on the Art of 6 seconds 1 p. 1 lit.b GDPR. The above legal basis also applies in the case of the implementation of
pre-contract measures (e.B. requirements for our products or services). If our company is subject to a legal (legal) obligation to process personal data and is based on EU law or the laws of the Member State to which we are subject, processing will be based on Article 6 (1) page 1 lit.c GDPR. Furthermore, processing may be based on Article 6 sec. 1 lit. d GDPR if survival benefits are involved (life-threatening and/or natural disasters). In addition, the legal basis for processing personal data can be Art 6 seconds 1 p. 1 lit. f GDPR. In this case, we will notify you of our
legitimate interests under the Arts. 6 seconds 1 p. 1 lit. f separate GDPR. If you contract the distance with us, for example by purchasing a product from us, the processing of data is carried out according to the Arts. 6 seconds 1 p. 1 lit.b GDPR. In addition, we have legitimate interests under Art 6 seconds 1 p. 1 lit. f GDPR in credit cheques. Data provided by you during the contracting process or during the registration process, especially your name, address and e-mail address, is necessary for the performance and performance of the contract. Contracts cannot be made
without them. you are clearly informed according to Art 13 seconds 2 lit e GDPR. Data will also be transferred to third parties (part 3), if this is absolutely necessary (e.B. shipping service provider). Registration data is stored as long as the account exists. If this is deleted, the account data will also be deleted. All data for contracting will be stored until the end of the term limit. If they are no longer necessary for the above purposes, they will be deleted immediately. c) Disclosure of your Personal Data will not be forwarded to third parties. The transition takes place only in the
following cases: • You have expressly agreed in accordance with Art 6 seconds 1 p. 1 light up the GDPR to forward to third parties; • Disclosure is necessary under Article 6 seconds 1 lit. f GDPR to protect our or third party's legitimate interests, especially to assert or defend legal claims and you have no important legitimate interest in not disclosure of your data; • Have legal obligations under Article 6 seconds 1 pm to light up.c GDPR; • Data will be forwarded under Article 6 seconds 1 pm lit.b GDPR to process contract relationships with you. In this case, your personal
data will be transferred to a third party dedicated to service partners involved in the implementation of the contract, such as the delivery trust logistics company, the credit institutions responsible for payment issues, and the service companies responsible for accounting , if this is absolutely necessary for the implementation of the contract and the implementation of the contract. In the case of disclosure to third parties, the level of data transmitted is limited to the minimum required in the context of contract implementation. d) The new General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) data subject rights have significantly expanded your rights. They are listed below and briefly explained, citing the legal basis. • Information, Figure 15 GDPR: You have the right to request information about your personal data processed by us. These include, for example, information about the purpose of processing, catalogue of personal data, the category of recipients for which your data has been or will be disclosed, the planned retention period, the existence of the right to rectance, deletion, restrictions on processing or objection, the existence of the right to
appeal , the origin of their data, if not collected by us and the existence of automated decision-making, including records and, where possible, meaningful information about such information; • The right to reshud, 16 GDPR: You may immediately request incorrect or complete correction of personal data stored by us; • Right to delete (Right to Be Forgotten), Article 17 of the GDPR: You have the right to delete personal data stored by us, unless processing is necessary to fulo freedom of expression and information, to perform legal obligations, for reasons of public interest or
to assert, make or defend legal claims; • Right to restrict processing, Article 18 of the GDPR: You may request restrictions on the processing of your personal data. The condition is the accuracy of the data disputed by you, that processing is illegal, but you refuse to delete it and we no longer need it, but you need it to assert, make or defend legal claims, or you have filed objections to processing under Article 21 of the GDPR (lit. e); • Data transfer rights, Figure 20 GDPR: You may ask you to receive personal data that you have provided to us in a structured, common and
machine-readable format or that data is transmitted to another controller; • Withdrawal of consent, Art 7 seconds 3 GDPR: You can revoke the one-time consent granted to us at any time. Therefore, we are not permitted to continue processing data based on this consent for the future. However, this does not affect the legality of the processing carried out on the basis of consent until the recall; • Right to appeal, Article 77 of the GDPR: You have the right to lodge a complaint with the supervisory authority if you believe that the processing of your personal data violates data
protection regulations. As a rule, you can contact your usual residence or workplace watchdog or our seat. e) You also have the right to object under Article 21 of the GDPR. This applies to your personal data, which is processed on the basis of legitimate interests under Art 6 seconds 1 lit. e or f GDPR, and to the extent that there is opposition to the processing due to your particular situation. If you object to direct mail, you have the right to object without restriction, even if a specific situation is not specified. You can assert your right to object and your other rights, for
example, by e-mail tomaszfojudzki@yahoo.de. f) Data security It is important for us to keep your data Protect. Therefore, we take appropriate technical and organizational security measures to protect your data from accidental or intentional manipulation, loss of part or all, unauthorized destruction or access by third parties. Our security measures are continually improved in line with technological developments. (g) The existence of automated decision-making or professing does not take place. h) Up-to-dateness and amendments to this privacy policy It may also be
necessary to adapt this privacy policy to further development of our offer or eBay sales platform or to update it due to changes in legal requirements. The current data protection statement can be found in each of our offers or under for retrieval and printing purposes. Current status: May 24, 2018 General Terms and Conditions for eBay autoteile-oliwex AccountRehensially Identified As SupplierHandlowa OliwexOwner: Tomasz Fojudzkiul. Admiralska 1560-480 PoznanPolandVat ID No: PL9720874217Telephone: 0048609053829*Fax: 0048717509069E-mail:
tomaszfojudzki@yahoo European Commission provides a platform for online dispute resolution (OS), which you can find under the following link: a dispute over a consumer contract, we do not engage in a dispute resolution procedure before the consumer arbitration board. We are not obliged to participate.* The amount of telephone charges is determined by your respective telephone contracts and tariffs. Please note that this is an international call, for example, Deutsche Telekom charges 0.29 euros per minute.1. Generalsa) The following general terms and conditions
apply to all sales, delivery and services of the seller under the eBay autoteile-oliwex account to the customer, subject to a different agreement. By sending/submitting their orders, the customer acknowledges the validity and content of the GTC. In addition to the provisions of these General Terms and Conditions, only the provisions of the law and the eBay Code of Conduct ( apply, as long as these GTCs are not exempt in whole or in part under a personal agreement.b) The Seller's customer may be a consumer or entrepreneur.- The consumer is any natural person who
concludes a legal transaction for purposes that cannot be attributed to their commercial or independent professional activity.- The entrepreneur is any physical or legal person. in the performance of their commercial or self-employment activities.2. End of contract The signing of the contract is governed by the general terms and conditions of eBay. It summarizes: By posting the offer on the eBay platform, the seller will make a legally binding offer to sign a contract for this items. Contract signing is performed if the customer has bid the maximum valid for the offer for the
highest bid at the end of the offering period (online auction period). Customers submit bids by clicking the offer button. The bid will expire if another customer bids higher during the auction period. Therefore, the contract is signed with the customer who bidd the highest at that time at the end of the auction period. This also applies in the event of an early termination of the online auction. The following steps lead to submitting an offer: 1. Enter the maximum bid. 2. Click the Bid button. 3. Click on the Confirm bid button (if available after pre-registration on theeBay website). In
the event that the seller offers an offer with the Buy function within the framework of the online auction, the contract with the customer is signed independently of the term and no further auction will be conducted at the specified fixed price, if the customer performs the additional fixed price option and there is no bid within the auction function. The contract is signed as follows: Customers must log in to the eBay page, re-register or purchase as a guest after clicking the Buy now button. In the last two cases, the customer then enters his address data (registration). By clicking
the Next button, the customer selects the payment method. He also confirmed payment by Next. With payment confirmation, the contract is signed and no other changes can be made. In the event that the seller offers an exclusive offer with the Instant Purchase function, the contract with the customer is signed at the specified fixed price, if the customer performs the Instant Purchase function. Customers must log in to the eBay page, re-register or purchase as a guest after clicking the Buy button now. In the last two cases, the customer then enters his address data
(registration). By clicking the Next button, the customer selects the payment method. He also confirmed payment by Next. With payment confirmation, the contract is signed and no other changes can be made. For In case the seller offers additional offers within the framework of the fixed price function with the Price Prom function, the customer is able to propose the price to the seller. In this way, the customer makes a binding offer to purchase the goods at a certain price. The seller can accept this offer within 48 hours. In this case, a contract is signed if the seller accepts
the offer or if he him or she submits a counterproposal and the customer in turn accepts this proposal within 48 hours. Regardless of this, the offer of a fixed price will continue, so that the contract with a third party can be signed if the third party exercises the fixed price option before accepting the proposed price. The contract is signed when the customer clicks on the Accept price proposal button. In case the seller provides the cart function, the customer can collect some of the seller's items by clicking on the Shopping Cart button. To do this, customers must log in to
eBay or sign up. The cart can be accessed through the cart icon in the upper right corner and changes there. After the completion of the payment transaction is started in the cart, the contract is signed. Input errors can be corrected until the customer clicks the offer button; purchase or Offer a price or confirm payment. Then a correction is no longer possible and the statement is binding. To the extent that the client wishes to edit an entry, it is possible to re-enter the data with the mouse and keyboard within the framework of the browser's Back Button or completely cancel
the process by closing the window and starting again later. Terms and conditions are available in German. The terms of the contract can be printed using the browser's print function or stored on the computer using the Save Page function. After the end of the contract, the contract text (item description, GTC ...) is stored in the eBay website and can be accessed again under section 3 for several months. The seller himself does not store this data. Therefore, customers are advised that they have to do the hosting themselves. After each signing of the contract, the
corresponding contract information including these general terms and conditions as well as the corresponding consumer information will be notified and sent to the customer in writing. Sellers operate on the eBay Internet platform in accordance with eBay's terms and conditions of business. They are available by: . consumer withdrawal rights (see clause 1b) as regulations on the right to withdraw funds. Consumers have the right to withdraw the declaration of the contract in accordance with the following instructions: Notice of receding the Right to RevokeYou have the right
to withdraw from this contract within one month without giving a reason. The withdrawal period is one month from the date you or a third party due to you, who are not a carrier, already owned the goods or already own the goods. Hsa. To make your withdrawal right, you must contact us (Handlowa Oliwex, owner: Tomasz Fojudzki, ul. Admiralska 15, 60-480 Poznan, Poland, tel. 0048609053829*, fax: 0048717509069, e-mail: tomaszfojudzki@yahoo.de) in a clear statement (e.B. a letter sent by mail, fax or e-mail) informs you of the decision to withdraw from this contract.
You can use the form to withdraw the attached form, but this is not required. To comply with the withdrawal period, you send a notice of the right to withdraw funds before the withdrawal period expires. Consequences of withdrawalIf you withdraw from this contract, we will refund you all payments received from you, including the cost of delivery (except for additional costs due to you choosing a different type of delivery than the cheapest standard delivery provided by us), which is not disclosed and no later than within fourteen days from the date we received notice of your
cancellation of this contract. For this refund, we will use the same payment media that you used for the original transaction, unless you have expressly agreed otherwise; in any case, you will not be charged any fees for this payment. We may refuse a refund until we receive your return or until you have provided proof that you returned the goods, which way earlier. You must return or deliver to us immediately and in no later than fourteen days from the date you notify us of the resanging of this contract. The deadline is met if you send the goods before the expiration of the
fourteen-day period. We bear the cost of directly returning the goods. You only have to pay for any loss of the value of the goods if the loss of this value is due to the unnecessary processing of them to check the nature, characteristics and operation of the goods.- End of the recall instructions - sample withdrawal form (If you wish to cancel the contract, please fill out this form and resslate.) - A Handlowa Oliwex, owner: Tomasz Fojudzki, ul. Admiralska 15, 60-480 Poznan, E-mail: tomaszfojudzki@yahoo.de:- I/we (*) revoke the contract signed by me/us (*) to purchase the
following goods (*)/ the provision of the following services (*)- Place an order on (*)/received on (*)/consumer name(s) - consumer's signature address (s) consumer (only in the case of notice on paper) Datum_______________(s) Exclusion of withdrawal rights Withdrawal rights does not apply to non-pre-minted delivery contracts and for production in which a personal choice or consumer decision is decided or clearly tailored to the individual needs of the consumer.4. Price and component price All prices mentioned are displayed in EUR (€) and include value-added tax.
The VAT rate of 19% applies to German customers and the VAT rate is 23% for all other customers from other European countries. With no additional shipping costs for German customers, shipping costs for all other European customers can be viewed under the eBay Shipping and Payment method tab.5. Paymenta terms) Only payment methods specified in the respective offers will be accepted. Specifically as follows: PayPal, payment in cash upon delivery, cash on delivery or bank transfer.b) If agreed to pay in advance, the customer commits to pay the corresponding
purchase price along with the applicable shipping cost within 10 days from the date of receiving the payment request.6. TitleThe goods delivered remain the seller's property until full payment has been made. Carriers of risks, conditions of delivery and transportation) Unless otherwise agreed with the customer, the purchased goods will be transported by means of transport to the delivery address sent by the customer. Self-collection is only possible for customers after prior agreement and confirmation of the seller.b) Purchased items will be shipped within 2 working days
after receiving payment. The delivery time is 3-5 days. In the case of personal production, delivery time is agreed separately with the customer.c) In the case of the contractor, the risk of accidental loss and random deterioration of the goods goes to the buyer with the delivery of the goods with the delivery of goods to the contract delivery company or logistics.d) If the customer is a consumer, the risk of accidental loss and random deterioration of the goods will only be transferred to the buyer upon delivery of the goods. This also applies to the purchase of a shipment.8.
Liability and warranty Potential and warranty adjusted by Applicable law and choice of law and jurisdiction) The law of the Federal Republic of Germany applies. The United Nations Sales Law does not apply. The choice of this law does not apply to consumers if this removes the protection granted due to the mandatory regulations of the state where the consumer permanently resides.b) To the extent that the customer is a merchant or a legal body under public law, where the exclusive right to all disputes arising out of the contract between the seller and the customer is the
seller's registration office.10. Secure data protection) The name and contact details of the controller and the company's data protection officerThe following data protection information applies to the processing of data according to:Responsible: Handlowa OLIWEX Tomasz Fojudzkiul. Admiralska 1560480 PoznanPolandPhone: 0048609053829Fax: 0048717509069E-mail: company data protection officer tomaszfojudzki@yahoo.deA is not required. Moreover, we would like to point out that the eBay sales platform itself collects data. The corresponding Data Protection
Statement may be found at: b) Collection and storage of personal data as well as the nature and purpose of use of the Legal Basis for processing activities for which we obtained consent for a specific processing purpose is always the Art of 6 seconds 1 p. 1 illuminates the GDPR. To the extent that the processing of personal data is necessary to perform the contract (coordination of goods, provision of services) to which you are a party, the processing is based on the Art of 6 seconds 1 p. 1 lit.b GDPR. The above legal basis also applies in the case of the implementation of
pre-contract measures (e.B. requirements for our products or services). If our company is subject to a legal (legal) obligation to process personal data and is based on EU law or the laws of the Member State to which we are subject, processing will be based on Article 6 (1) page 1 lit.c GDPR. Furthermore, processing may be based on Article 6 sec. 1 lit. d GDPR if survival benefits are involved (life-threatening and/or natural disasters). In addition, the legal basis for processing personal data can be Art 6 seconds 1 p. 1 lit. f GDPR. In this case, we will notify you of our
legitimate interests under the Arts. 6 seconds 1 p. 1 lit. f separate GDPR. If you contract the distance with us, for example by purchasing a product from us, the processing of data is carried out according to the Arts. 6 seconds 1 p. 1 lit.b GDPR. In addition, we have legitimate interests under Art 6 seconds 1 p. 1 lit. f GDPR in credit cheques. The Data provided to you during the contracting process or during the registration process, especially your name, address and e-mail address, is necessary for the performance and performance of the contract. Contracts cannot be
made without them. You are clearly informed of this according to Art 13 seconds 2 lit e GDPR. Data will also be transferred to third parties (part 3), if this is absolutely necessary (e.B. shipping service provider). Registration data is stored as long as the account exists. If this is deleted, the account data will also be deleted. All data for contracting will be stored until the end of the term limit. If they are no longer necessary for the purposes mentioned above, they will be deleted immediately.c) Disclosure of your Personal Data will not be forwarded to third parties. Forwarding
takes place only in the following cases:• You have express consent for type 6 Paragraph 1 p. 1 lighting a GDPR given for transfer to a third party;• The transfer is required by Art. 6 seconds 1 p. 1 lit. f GDPR to protect our or third party's legitimate interests, especially to make or defend legal claims and you have no legitimate interest in not revealing your data;• Legal obligations under Art 6 seconds 1. illuminated.c GDPR exists;• Data will be forwarded to you under Article 6 seconds 1 pm lit.b GDPR to process contract relationships. In this case, your personal data will be
transferred to a third party dedicated to service partners involved in the implementation of the contract, such as the delivery trust logistics company, the credit institutions responsible for payment issues, and the service companies responsible for accounting , if this is absolutely necessary for the implementation of the contract and the implementation of the contract. In the case of disclosure to third parties, the level of data transmitted is limited to the minimum required in the context of contract processing.d) The rights of the data subject The new General Data Protection
Regulation has significantly expanded your rights. They are listed below and briefly explained, citing the legal basis. • Information, Figure 15 GDPR: You have the right to request information about your personal data processed by us. These include, for example, information about the purpose of processing, catalogue of personal data, the category of recipients for which your data has been or will be disclosed, the planned retention period, the existence of the right to rectance, deletion, restrictions on processing or objection, the existence of the right to appeal , The origin of
your data, if they are not collected by us, as well as the existence of automated decision-making, including documentation and, if so, meaningful information about the details of the data;• Right to repair, Figure 16 GDPR: You can immediately request incorrect correction of personal data stored by us;• Right to delete (Right to be forgotten) , Figure 17 GDPR: You have the right to delete personal data stored by us without delay;• Right to delete (Right to be forgotten), Figure 17 GDPR: You have the right to delete your personal data stored by us without delay. , unless
processing is necessary for the exercise of freedom of expression and information, to perform legal obligations, for reasons of public interest or to assert, exercise or protect legal claims;• The right to restrict processing, Article 18 of the GDPR: you may request restrictions on the processing of your personal data. The condition is the accuracy of the data disputed by you, that processing is illegal, but you refuse to delete it and we no longer need it, but you need it to assert, make or defend legal claims, or you have objected to processing under Article 21 of the GDPR (lit.
e.• The right to transmit data , Art 20 GDPR: you may request that you receive personal data that you have provided to us in a structured, common and machine-readable format or that data is transmitted to another controller;• Consent receding, Art. 7 seconds 3 GDPR: You can revoke the one-time consent granted to us at any time. Therefore, we are not permitted to continue processing data based on this consent for the future. However, this does not affect the legality of processing carried out on a consent basis until the withdrawal;• Right to appeal, Article 77 of the
GDPR: You have the right to lodge a complaint with the supervisory authority if you believe that the processing of your personal data violates data protection regulations. As a rule, you can contact your usual residence or workplace watchdog or our registry office.e) You also have the right to object under Article 21 of the GDPR. This applies to your personal data, which is processed on the basis of legitimate interests under Art 6 seconds 1 lit. e or f GDPR, and to the extent that there is opposition to the processing due to your particular situation. If the opposition is
instructed to market directly, you have a Your right to object and your other rights may be affirmed, for example, by e-mail tomaszfojudzki@yahoo.de.f) Data securityTho we are important to protect your data. Therefore, we take appropriate technical and organizational security measures to protect your data from accidental or intentional manipulation, loss of part or all, unauthorized destruction or access by third parties. Our security measures are continually improved in line with technological developments.e.: Existence of automated decision-making No automated
decision-making or professing.h) Up-to-dateness and Amendments to this Privacy Policy It may also be necessary to adapt this privacy statement to further develop our services or eBay sales platform or to update it due to changes in legal requirements. The current data protection statement can be found in each of our offers or under for retrieval and printing purposes. Current status: May 24, 2018With withdrawal policy You have the right to withdraw from this contract within one month without giving a reason. The withdrawal period is one month from the date you or a
third party, who is not a carrier, already owns the goods. To make your withdrawal right, you must contact us (Handlowa Oliwex, owner: Tomasz Fojudzki, ul. Admiralska 15, 60-480 Poznan, Poland, tel. 0048609053829*, e-mail: tomaszfojudzki@yahoo.de) in a clear statement (e.B. a letter sent by mail, fax or e-mail) informing of the decision to withdraw from this contract. You can use the form to withdraw the attached form, but this is not required. To comply with the withdrawal period, you send a notice of the right to withdraw funds before the withdrawal period expires.
Consequences of withdrawal If you withdraw from this contract, we will refund you all payments received from you, including delivery costs (except for additional costs due to you choosing a different type of delivery than the cheapest standard delivery provided by us), which is not disclosed and no later than within fourteen days of us receiving notice of your withdrawal of this contract. For this refund, we will use the same payment media that you used for the original transaction, unless you have expressly agreed otherwise; in any case, you will not be charged any fees for
this payment. We may refuse a refund until we receive your return or until you have provided proof that you returned the goods, which way earlier. You must return or deliver to us immediately and in no later than fourteen days from the date you notify us of the resanging of this contract. The deadline is met if you send the goods before the expiration of the fourteen-day period. We bear the cost of directly returning the goods. You must pay only for any loss of the value of the goods if the loss of this value is due to the unnecessary handling of the goods to check the nature,
characteristics and operation of the goods. - End cancellation policy - form withdrawal form (If you want to cancel the contract, please fill out this form and resss.) - To Handlowa Oliwex, Owner: Tomasz Fojudzki, ul. Admiralska 15, 60-480 Poznan, Poland, E-mail: tomaszfojudzki@yahoo.de: - I/we (*) hedate the contract signed by me/us (*) for the purchase (*)/ provision of the following service (*) - Place an order on (*)/receive on (*) - The name of the consumer(s) - the address of the consumer(s) - The signature of the consumer(s) only in the case of paper
communications) - dates
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________You
have the right to withdraw. The withdrawal period is one month from the date you or a third party due to you, who are not a carrier, already owned the goods or already own the goods. Hsa. To make your withdrawal right, you must contact us (Handlowa Oliwex, owner: Tomasz Fojudzki, ul. Admiralska 15, 60-480 Poznan, Poland, tel. 0048609053829*, e-mail: tomaszfojudzki@yahoo.de) in a clear statement (e.B. a letter sent by mail, fax or e-mail) informing of the decision to withdraw from this contract. You can use the form to withdraw the attached form, but this is not
required. To comply with the withdrawal period, you send a notice of the right to withdraw funds before the withdrawal period expires. Consequences of withdrawalIf you withdraw from this contract, we will refund to you all payments received from you, including the cost of delivery (except for additional costs due to you choosing a different type of delivery than the cheapest standard delivery provided by us), which is not disclosed and no later than within fourteen days of the notice of withdrawal of this contract of will be done for us. I. Is. For this refund, we will use the same
payment media that you used for the original transaction, unless you have expressly agreed otherwise; in any case, you will not be charged any fees for this payment. We may refuse a refund until we receive your return or until you have provided proof that you returned the goods, which way earlier. You must return or deliver to us immediately and in no later than fourteen days from the date you notify us of the resanging of this contract. The deadline is met if you send the goods before the expiration of the fourteen-day period. We bear the cost of directly returning the
goods. You only have to pay for any loss of the value of the goods if the loss of this value is due to the unnecessary processing of them to check the nature, characteristics and operation of the goods.- End of the recall instructions - sample withdrawal form (If you wish to cancel the contract, please fill out this form and resslate.) - A Handlowa Oliwex, owner: Tomasz Fojudzki, ul. Admiralska 15, 60-480 Poznan, Poland, E-mail: tomaszfojudzki@yahoo.de:- I/we (*) he/she hedate the contract signed by me/us (*) to purchase the following goods (*)/ the provision of the following
services (*)- Order on (*)/received on (*)- the name of the consumer(s) - the address of the consumer's signature(s) (only in case of notice on paper) Datum_______________ (s) Delete.
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